APPENDIX 'G'

SCHEDULE FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE SCHOOL OFFICE

1. Name of the School________________________________________

2. Total No. of students in:
   VIII Class ________
   IX Class ________
   X Class ________
   Grand total of students in above three classes ________

3. Standard size of middle & high classes in compulsory subjects. ________________

4. Total No. of teachers teaching middle and high classes. ________________

5. Total dues at the time of admission:
   (a) VIII Class ________
   (b) IX Class ________
   (c) X Class ________

6. Monthly tuition fee:
   (a) VIII Class ________
   (b) IX Class ________
   (c) X Class ________
7. Medium of instruction allowed:
   (a) VIII Class English/Hindi/Both
   (b) IX Class English/Hindi/Both
   (c) X Class English/Hindi/Both

8. Annual examination results for the session 1978-79(April,1979)
   (a) VIII Class
   (b) IX Class
   (c) X Class